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History	  of	  Large	  SAF	  Ground	  MoBon	  
Scenarios	  

•  TeraShake-‐K	  	  (2005-‐06)	  
•  TeraShake-‐D	  	  (2007-‐08)	  
•  ShakeOut-‐K	  	  	  (2008-‐09)	  
•  ShakeOut-‐D	  	  	  (2008-‐09)	  
• M8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (2009-‐12)	  
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M7.7 TeraShake (200 km) 

TeraShake 
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TeraShake-K: 
 

2002 Kinematic Denali Source (Oglesby et al.) 
Max sliprate                        Max slip 
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PGV (NW-SE Rupture) 

PGV (SE-NW Rupture) 
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TeraShake-D: Concatenation of Several Landers Ruptures 
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	  	   Kinematic Rupture 
(Denali source) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dynamic Rupture 
(Landers source) 
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AWP	  Dynamic	  Rupture	  
ApproximaBon	  

•  Two-‐step	  Procedure:	  
	  
(1) Dynamic	  rupture	  simulaGon	  on	  verGcal	  

planar	  fault	  surface	  using	  the	  staggered-‐grid	  
split	  node	  (SGSN)	  formulaGon	  

(2) KinemaGc	  wave	  propagaGon	  by	  inserGng	  
rupture	  from	  (1)	  into	  a	  complex	  fault	  surface	  
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Dynamic	  Rupture	  SimulaBons	  
(ShakeOut/M8)	  

•  Fractal	  distribuGon	  of	  iniGal	  shear	  stress	  
•  Depth-‐dependency	  of	  iniGal	  stresses	  (M8)	  
•  Slip-‐weakening	  fricGon	  
•  Rupture	  iniGated	  at	  locaGon	  of	  maximum	  
shear	  stress	  leQ	  over	  from	  previous	  rupture	  

•  Emulated	  velocity	  strengthening	  in	  top	  ~2	  km	  
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M7.8 ShakeOut (300 km) 

ShakeOut 
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 Kinematic ShakeOut (ShakeOut-K) 
 
•  Long length-scale background model 
•  Short length-scale random variations 

 San Bernardino             Coachella Valley 
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Slip-‐predictable	  Model	  

SGP 
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INTRODUCTION
Restraining bends along strike-slip faults 

are traditionally believed to be composed of 
vertical strike-slip fault segments that curve 
along strike. However, two of the best-known 
restraining bends, the Santa Cruz and the San 
Bernardino Mountains, California, may be 
associated with active nonvertical segments 
of the San Andreas fault (e.g., Allen, 1957; 
Anderson, 1990; Matti et al., 1992; Nicholson, 
1996; Yule and Sieh, 2003; Carena et al., 2004). 
As geophysical studies reveal greater details of 
active strike-slip fault geometry within restrain-
ing bends, we require three-dimensional models 
that can fully investigate the contribution of non-
vertical strike-slip faults to local deformation.

At the San Gorgonio Pass region (SGPR) of 
Southern California, the San Andreas fault steps 
left in a restraining bend that has evolved into a 
complex network of active and formerly active, 
dipping and vertical, three-dimensionally irregu-
lar fault surfaces (Fig. 1; e.g., Matti et al., 1985). 
Although fi eld and geophysical investigations 
reveal active north-dipping thrust faults through 
the SGPR (e.g., Allen, 1957; Matti et al., 1992; 
Nicholson, 1996; Yule and Sieh, 2003; Carena 
et al., 2004; Langenheim et al., 2005), crustal 
deformation and earthquake rupture models sim-
plify the San Andreas fault as vertical through this 
region (e.g., Meade and Hager, 2005; Olsen et al., 
2006; Smith and Sandwell, 2006). Within these 
simplifi ed fault models, slip vectors are primarily 
strike slip, and the models neglect the reverse slip 
documented on the north-dipping San Gorgonio 
thrust (Yule and Sieh, 2003). As a consequence, 
physical aspects of earthquake rupture dynamics 
and the regional seismic hazard may go unchar-
acterized. Models of the southern San Andreas 
fault with geologically realistic geometry, which 
are now possible at relatively high resolutions, 

may lead to more accurate assessment of earth-
quake hazards for southern California. Such 
models are of timely importance as the segments 
of the southern San Andreas fault south of the 
Cajon Pass have not slipped substantially enough 
to release accumulated strain, and may be near-
ing the end of their recurrence intervals (e.g., Yule 
et al., 2001; Weldon et al., 2004, 2005).

We use the boundary element method (BEM) 
to numerically simulate geologic-time-scale 

crustal deformation of two different San 
Andreas fault confi gurations through the SGPR. 
The BEM modeling technique uses a triangular 
mesh to accurately replicate three-dimensionally  
irregular fault surfaces. Using this mesh, we have 
developed the fi rst crustal deformation model 
of the southern San Andreas fault that incor-
porates geologically constrained north-dipping 
fault segments. We compare the model results 
to geologic observations and offer a preferred  
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ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional numerical models are needed to investigate the role of nonvertical 

strike-slip fault segments on the deformation within restraining bends. Numerical models 
simulate geologic deformation of two alternative three-dimensional present-day confi gura-
tions for the San Andreas fault through the restraining bend within the San Gorgonio Pass 
region (SGPR) in Southern California. Both models produce decreasing strike-slip rates 
southward along the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault, similar to geologic 
data. The north-dipping San Andreas fault model better matches the available strike-slip 
data as well as the geologic uplift data for the southern San Bernardino Mountains than 
the vertical San Andreas fault model. We conclude that a north-dipping fault confi guration 
is preferred for models of the San Andreas fault in the SGPR. The complexity of the active 
fault geometry at the SGPR promotes the transfer of strike slip from the San Andreas fault 
to the nearby but unconnected San Jacinto fault. Slip rates and uplift patterns are sensitive 
to fault geometry within strike-slip restraining bends.
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Figure 1. Fault trace map of San Gorgonio Pass region. Model simulations of active faulting 
only include black faults. Gray faults are secondary. Stars indicate locations of geologic 
study sites that have yielded slip rates. Dashed lines indicate faults that have no surface 
trace. Stippled section is Yucaipa Ridge block; cross-hachured section is Morongo block 
of San Bernardino Mountains. SAF—San Andreas fault. Site 1, Cajon Pass—Weldon and 
Sieh (1985); site 2, Badger Canyon—McGill (2007); site 3, Plunge Creek—McGill et al. (2006); 
site 4, Burro Flats—Orozco (2004); site 5—Yule et al. (2001); site 6—Behr et al. (2007); 
site 7—Kendrick et al. (2002); site 8—Rockwell et al. (1990), Rockwell (2006) (modifi ed from 
Matti et al. 1992).
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Ensemble	  of	  Dynamic	  Ruptures	    
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Comparison of 3s SAs for ShakeOut-K and ShakeOut-D 
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M8	  SAF	  ApproximaBon	  Near	  SGP	  
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Figure 1. Fault trace map of San Gorgonio Pass region. Model simulations of active faulting 
only include black faults. Gray faults are secondary. Stars indicate locations of geologic 
study sites that have yielded slip rates. Dashed lines indicate faults that have no surface 
trace. Stippled section is Yucaipa Ridge block; cross-hachured section is Morongo block 
of San Bernardino Mountains. SAF—San Andreas fault. Site 1, Cajon Pass—Weldon and 
Sieh (1985); site 2, Badger Canyon—McGill (2007); site 3, Plunge Creek—McGill et al. (2006); 
site 4, Burro Flats—Orozco (2004); site 5—Yule et al. (2001); site 6—Behr et al. (2007); 
site 7—Kendrick et al. (2002); site 8—Rockwell et al. (1990), Rockwell (2006) (modifi ed from 
Matti et al. 1992).
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SCEC Community Fault Model (CFM) 

Data sources 
•  Geologic mapping 
•  Historic earthquakes 
•  Microseismicity 
•  Drilling 
•  Reflection surveys 
•  Geologic models 
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M8 Dynamic Rupture Simulation 

0 VR VS VP supershear rupture  
velocity 

subshear 
mode-2  

“forbidden zone” 

Northwest Southeast rupture direction 
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M8 Rupture Propagation 
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Horizontal 0-2 Hz PGVs For M8 
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Summary 
§  TeraShake, ShakeOut and M8 simulations of large ruptures on the 

southern SAF have been carried out over the past 8 years 

§  The underlying rupture models were either kinematic or dynamic 
with simplified fault geometry 

§  Thus, these rupture models have been useful for illustrating the 
expected ground motions for various large SAF rupture scenarios 

§  However, they have not explored the dynamic feasibility of through-
going rupture at SGP. Such efforts are underway. 

§  Validation using precarious balanced rocks. Also underway. 
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M8 Ground Motion Simulation 

Animation by A. Chourasia, SDSC 
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M8 Simulation 
•  Magnitude 8.0 wall-to-wall scenario, worst-

case for southern San Andreas Fault 

•  Fault length: 545 km 
•  Minimum wavelength: 200 m 

•  Dynamic rupture simulation (pathway 3) 
performed on Kraken, 7.5 hours using 2160 
cores 

•  881,475 subfaults, 250 sec of rupture 
•  2.1 TB tensor time series output 

•  Wave propagation simulation (pathway 2) 
performed on Jaguar, 24 hours using 
223,074 cores (220 Tflop/s sustained).  

•  436 billion grid points representing geologic 
model of dimension 810 x 405 x 85 km (40-m 
sampling) 

•  368 s of ground motions (160,000 steps of 
0.0023 s) representing seismic frequencies up 
to 2 Hz 

Output	  data:	  surface	  seismograms	  

4D outer/inner scale ratio: 
7 x 1016 

Input	  model:	  CVM-‐S4	  
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Natural Earthquakes Inferred to Have 
Supershear Rupture Speeds 

(compiled by Mello et al., 2010) 

0 VR VS VP supershear rupture  
velocity 

subshear 
mode-2  

“forbidden zone” 
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2008 Mw5.4 Chino Hills (T>1s) 

    data                                   synthetics 
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NW è SE 
rupture 

 
M8 simulation  
mean ± 1 σ 
 
Boore & Atkinson (2008) 
attenuation relation 
 
Campbell & Borzognia (2008) 
attenuation relation  

M8 Simulation 
Validation using Empirical Attenuation Relations 
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M8 Peak SA1.0 Hz 
ShakeMap from AR M8 Peak SA1.0 Hz 

Wave Propagation 

M8 Simulation Compared to 
Empirical Attenuation Relation 
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Linear Slip Weakening Friction Law 
                                              

The normal stress ⇤n on a fault with dip � (measured from horizontal) is given by:

⇤n(z) =
⇤1(z) + ⇤3(z)

2
+

⇤1(z)� ⇤3(z)

2
cos(2�). (5)

Friction model. We propose a failure stress ⌅f (z) on the fault obeying Coulomb
friction and defined as

⌅f (z) = C + µf⇤
⇥
n(z) = C + µf

⇥
⇤n(z) + p

⇤
, (6)

where C is the cohesive strength of the fault, p is the hydrostatic pressure and µf is
the friction coe⇤cient, described by a slip-weakening model with slip l and critical slip
length dc:

µf (l) =

⌅
µs � (µs � µd) l

�
dc if l < dc

µd if l ⇥ dc.
(7)

The static and dynamic friction coe⇤cients µs and µd are assumed constant on the fault.

Previous results on heterogeneous stress fields. Mai and Beroza (2002) com-
pared four di�erent statistical models describing a heterogeneous initial stress distribu-
tion: (1) Gaussian (GS), (2) exponential (EX), (3) von Karman (VK), and (4) fractal
(FR). Distributions (1)-(3) are characterized by an auto-correlation function (acf) in the
spatial domain, or a pseudo-spectral density (psd) in the Fourier spectral domain, see
Table 1. Here, GH(r) = rHKH(r), H is the Hurst exponent, KH is the modified Bessel
function of the first kind, and kx and kz are horizontal and vertical wave numbers, re-
spectively. ax and az are correlation lengths along strike (x) and downdip (z) directions,

respectively, and r =
⌃

x2

a2x
+ z2

a2z
and k =

⇧
a2xk

2
x + a2zk

2
z .

Table 1: acf and psd expressions for the GS, EX, and VK distributions.

acf(r) psd(k)

GS e�r2 axaz
2 e�

1
4k

2

EX e�r axaz

(1+k2)
3
2

VK GH(r)
GH(0)

axaz
(1+k2)H+1

The Hurst exponent H for VK controls the spectral decay at higher wave numbers. Note
that for H=0.5, the expressions for the von Karman and exponential acfs are the same.

2
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Depth Dependent Initial Conditions 
(following Gritz and Day, 2009; Dalguer and Mai, 

2008) 
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Near-surface velocity strengthening 
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Depth Dependent Initial Conditions 
(following Gritz and Day, 2009) 

 

 

18 

model remains the same, but the stresses on the fault plane are given a depth-dependence 

consistent with loading by the overburden weight, as summarized in table 3.  The effective 

normal stress (normal stress minus pore pressure) in this case is given by the simple relation 

than gzwcn )( !!" #= , where c! is the density of crustal rock, w!  is that of water, g  is 9.8 

m/s2, and z  is depth.  The initial shear stress in the y-direction was chosen to be 0.50 x n"  

so that the average stress drop will be close to 5 MPa.  Hereafter, this effective normal stress 

is simply referred to as the depth-dependent normal stress n" . As an additional attempt at 

realism, the constitutive relation is changed to suppress weakening below the base of the 

seismogenic layer. This is done by setting the coefficients of friction such that sd µµ =  for 

depths greater than 12km, as seen in figure 9a, and is a rough proxy for velocity 

strengthening, as suggested in Day and Ely (2002).  It has the benefit of tapering the stress  

 

 
Figure 9. Depth-dependence of (a) friction coefficients and (b) initial stresses on the 
fault plane. 
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Correlation Distances and Hurst Exponent 
their real data analysis:

ax ⇤ 2.0 +
1

3
Leff (9)

az ⇤ 1.0 +
1

3
Weff . (10)

Our experience, which is in general agreement with Mai and Beroza (2002), suggests
that correlation lengths of 40-60% of the e⇥ective length and width of the fault provide
adequate results (for example, with the resulting synthetic gorund motions compared
to NGA ground motion prediction equations, GMPEs). This translates into correlation
lengths of 5-12 km for Mw6.5 earthquakes. We propose using Hurst exponents between
0.3 and 0.9, the optimal range found by Mai and Beroza (2002).

Proposed procedure for generating a heterogeneous stress distribution. In
the following we describe our proposed heterogeneous stress generation method, includ-
ing a series of adjustments needed for application of the method to a dynamic rupture
simulation. After generating the stress field ⇤(x, z), the distribution is scaled such that
the di⇥erence between its maximum and minimum reflects the maximum overshoot b
from the last earthquake, typically ⇥30% (Ripperger et al., 2007):

⇤ �(x, z) = ⇤(x, z)
µs � µd

⇤max � ⇤min
(1 + b). (11)

Finally, the stress field is shifted to make the maximum initial shear stress on the fault
reach a value close to the failure stress (Dalguer and Mai, 2008):

⇤0(x, z) = ⇤ �(x, z) +
�
⇥n(z)µs � r ⇤ �max

⇥
. (12)

The control factor r is normally set to unity, which means that the maximum of ⇤0
reaches the yield stress. To reduce the initial shear stress and to adjust the magnitude,
r can be increased by a small amount (e.g. 10%) without adverse e⇥ects on the rupture
propagation. The location of the nucleation patch is predetermined by the location of
the maximum in the random stress field. A small stress increment �⇤ is added to the
initial shear stress ⇤0 inside a circular area around the location of the maximum in order
to achieve stable sliding.

Since the frictional strength of the fault is low near the free surface, it is important
to be able to control the rupture in the shallow part of the fault. We propose to control
the shallow rupture by emulating velocity strengthening. This is achieved by increasing
the critical slip length dc and defining µd > µs in the actual dynamic simulation (even
though a constant µd is used for calculating the stress field).

4

H ~  [0.5,1.0], magnitude independent  Mai and Beroza (2002) 
        0.75    Tsai (1997) 
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Accuracy of Dynamic Simulations 

Accuracy of rupture propagation. We propose to select the critical slip weakening
distance to ensure that the rupture propagation is su⌅ciently accurate according to the
expression by Andrews (1976a,b, 2004)

C1

C2
2

(
µdc
�⌅

)2
1

L
(13)

for the length of the cohesive zone (i.e., the part of the fault plane behind the crack tip
where the slip is greater than 0 but less than dc). The cohesive zone must be resolved
by several grid lengths in order to obtain su⌅cient numerical accuracy. In eq. 13, C1

and C2 are constants of order one, µ is the shear modulus, �⌅ is the dynamic stress
drop, and L is a characteristic dimension of the rupture, obtained for a 2D model with
uniform stress drop. Day et al. (2005) argued to extend eq. 13 to a 3D case with variable
stress drop, by using either the fault width or a typical asperity dimension for L and an
average stress drop over the fault for the stress drop. For example, if we assume a stress
drop of 3MPa, µ=3e10 Nm, and L=5000 m (’typical’ asperity dimension), the cohesive
zone is resolved by more than 5 points when dc > 20 cm using dx=100m. This level
of resolution is similar to that found su⌅cient for numerical accuracy using the SGSN
method by Dalguer and Day (2007). This (or similar) criteria should be checked before
applying the initial conditions to simulate dynamic rupture by a di⇥erent (e.g., finite
element, with a lower order) numerical scheme.

Illustration of heterogeneous stress generation. Table 2 lists the key parameters
we have used to demonstrate the stress field generated by the proposed method for a
Mw 6.5 earthquake. The fault dimensions are estimated using the relations from Wells
and Coppersmith (1994). The resulting initial stresses on the fault and along a vertical
profile are shown in Figure 3. Due to the depth-dependent normal stress both the

Table 2: Parameters used for generating the initial conditions for a Mw6.5 earthquake.

L W ax az vp vs ⇥ µs µd dc �h �t
(km) (km) (km) (km) (ms�1) (ms�1) (kgm�3) (m) (m) (ms)
19 14 5.7 4.8 5000 2900 2000 0.70 0.51 0.22 100 8

static and dynamic failure stresses

⌅cs = C + µs · ⇤⇥
n and ⌅cd = C + µd · ⇤⇥

n (14)

increase linearly with depth. Therefore, the dynamic stress drop �⌅ = ⌅0 � ⌅cd as well
as the strength excess ⌅cs � ⌅0 also increase with depth (center panel in Fig. 3). The
average stress drop amounts to about 3.2 MPa.

We simulate the spontaneous rupture resulting from the initial stress distribution in
Figure 3 on a planar, vertical fault using the staggered-grid split-node finite di⇥erence

5

Δτ = 3 MPa, µ = 3e10 Nm, L = 5000 m, dc = 0.22 m -> cohesive zone resolved by more 
than 5 points 
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History of Large SAF Ground Motion 
Scenarios 

•  TeraShake-K  (2005-06)      <0.5Hz  Vs<500m/s 
•  TeraShake-D  (2007-08)      <0.5Hz  Vs<500m/s 
•  ShakeOut-K   (2008-09)      <1.0Hz  Vs<500m/s 
•  ShakeOut-D   (2008-09)      <1.0Hz  Vs<500m/s 
•  M8                  (2009-12)      <2.0Hz  Vs<400m/s 
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Initial Normal Stress 
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Comparison of sliprate for ShakeOut-K and ShakeOut-D 
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